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In Jacod (1989) we have introduced the family of Hellinger processes associated with a liltered 
statistical experiment. Here we arc concerned with the (weak) convergence of such experiments, 
expressed in terms of their Hellinger processes, in the case where the limiting experiment has 
deterministic Hellinger processes: this apparently very restrictive hypothesis covers in fact most 
applications, such as Gaussian shift experiments, and Poisson experiments. 
Hellinger process * filtered statistical experiment * weak convergence 
1. Introduction 
In [3] we have introduced the family of Hellinger processes of a filtered statistical 
experiment 8 = (0, 9, (s,), -(,, (P,,)Hc(_,), i.e. a statistical model in the usual sense 
with the additional structure consisting in a filtration (s,), _. of sub-a-fields of % 
Here we are interested in the convergence of a sequence %” of such models 
toward a limiting model %, in the “weak” sense of [6] (see also [S]). The notion of 
weak convergence should of course be adapted to the filtered structure of our 
models: see Section 2 below. 
We will express the convergence criteria in terms of the Hellinger process, under 
the basic assumption that all Hellinger processes of the limiting model 8 are 
deterministic: as shown in [3], this covers the case where 8 is “generated” by a 
process with independent increments, and in particular the “continuous Gaussian 
models” (which are natural generalizations of the Gaussian shifts in [6]). 
For binary experiments, i.e. when 0 = {1,2} has two points, and when %Z is a 
continuous Gaussian experiment with the two measures P, and P2 being locally 
equivalent, these results have been proved in [2,9], and in [7] when the binary 
experiment Z is generated by a process with independent increments (still with P, 
and P2 locally equivalent); see also [5]. In all these results, the contiguity of the 
two sequences (I’:) and (P;‘) plays a fundamental role. Here we present a proof 
which is simpler and much more general, in the sense that not only does it apply 
to “general” statistical models, but also in the binary case it does not assume 
contiguity (and thus the two limiting measures P, and P2 are not necessarily 
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equivalent). The idea is to prove first finite-dimensional convergence (Section 3), 
by making use of the Mellin transforms, then to prove functional convergence 
(Section 4) by showing that the relative density processes are tight. 
In Section 5 we specialize to the case where g is continuous Gaussian. In [lo] 
it is proved that in this case the convergence of %” to % is implied by the convergence 
of Hellinger processes based on pairs (Pi, Pi), provided all models 8” and % are 
locally equivalent. Here we remove the local equivalence assumptions, and propose 
a slightly simpler formulation. 
We need several results from the general theory of processes, for which we refer 
to [l, 51. We just recall some notation, supposing that here P is some probability 
measure on a filtered space (a, 9, (9,)): the filtration (9r), WC) is right continuous, 
but no completeness assumption is made. 
We denote by .Y the predictable m-field of 0 x [w +. If X is a semimartingale and 
if H is a predictable process, we write H. X for the (ordinary or stochastic) integral 
process Jb H, dX, (when defined). If 77 = ‘I( w; dt x dx) is a random measure on 
Iw + x R” and if W is a 9 x %! ‘-measurable function on 0 x [w + x [w”, we write W * 77 
for the (ordinary or stochastic) integral process si, j,,i W(s, x)v(ds x dx). 
If X is a RCLL (right continuous with left-hand limits) process, the associated 
jump process is AX, = X, -X, for t > 0, and AX,, = 0. 
2. Basic definitions 
Apart from establishing our notation, the aim of this section is twofold: First recall 
the definition and some basic properties of Hellinger processes, second “translate” 
the notion of weak convergence of experiments into the setting of filtered models. 
2.1. Filtered experiments 
The set parameter 0 is arbitrary, and we consider a filtered model i”- = 
(0, 9, (9,),;+, (P,,)oiC.j) indexed by 0. 
We denote by 9 the collection of all finite subsets I of 0 having cardinality 
1113 2. If 1 E 4 we call _!ti, the set of all probability measures Q on (0, 9) such 
that PH <‘OC Q f or all 0 E Z (P <‘OC Q stands for: P < Q on all 9,). Then we set 
if 0 E Z we denote by z0 a Q-a.s. RCLL nonnegative Q-martingale, 
which is a version of the density process of P,, w.r.t. Q, (2.1) 
Rtj=inf(r: zpGl/n), 
(2.2) 
Z‘(J) = u n 10, Z7:n = [O] u 
n _ 1 B /~ J 
(c,{z’!>O}) for Jc I. 
Next we recall the “Kunita decomposition” of P, w.r.t. P,,. This is a pair 
(Z(e)‘, T(e)<) consisting in an adapted P,-a.s. RCLL (and unique) [W+-valued 
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process Z( 0)<, called the density process cf P, u1.r. t. P,,, and a P,,-a.~. unique stopping 
time T(0)<, such that 
P,,(T(B)I=co)=l, 
(2.3) 
P,(An{T(0)‘>r})=E,,,[Z(O)flA] for all AE%,, PER,. 
Then Z(0)i is a P,-supermartingale, and a P,-martingale if and only if Pi %‘OC P,,, 
and clearly Z(0)” = 1. Finally, a version of (Z( 0)<, T(0)<) is as follows: take I E .a 
with 8, &’ E I, and Q E A!,, and with notation (2.1): 
T(H);=inf(r: z,H=O), z(e):= 
z:/z: if z: > 0, 
arbitrary if z:’ = 0. 
(2.4) 
2.2. Hellinger processes 
We complement our notation by setting for I E 4: 
.ti, = 
1 
CY = (CyH)f,, c.,: (Y “=Oif BGI,OSa”<l if 0EI, 1 a’=1 , (2.5) 
0 F (4 
and also 
2.7. Definition. Let cy E A!. A Hellinger process qf order CY is any process h(a) with 
(i) it is [0, a]-valued, increasing, RCLL, with h(a),,=0 and Ah(a) s 1; 
(ii) if QEA,,,, and with notation (2.2), the process Y(n)- Y(a)_. h(a) is a 
Q-local martingale, where Y( cy ) = 11 Hit,, (z”)““. 
Hellinger processes do exist, and all version of h(a) coincide Q-a.s. on I‘( I,,), 
for Q arbitrary in .A,_. We associate with -h(a) its Doltans-Dade exponential, 
defined by 
m”‘a’~ II [(l-A(a),) e”““‘,] if h(a), <CO, 
\- , 
if h(a), =a, 
(2.8) 
which is a predictable, nonincreasing and nonnegative process. 
Now, the Hellinger processes give no information about the initial condition. For 
this, we use the Hellinger transform at rime 0, which is the following family 
(H(a),,),,, .d of numbers in [0, I]: 
(here, 0 and Q are arbitrary in I,, and ~A,,,). 
The following, which combines Proposition 2.10 and (3.4) of [3], is fundamental 
for our proof of limit theorems. 
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2.10. Theorem. Let (Y E &Z$, Q E A,. 
(a) There is a nonnegative Q-supermurtingale N(o), which is a Q-local martingale 
on the predictable interval {E(-h(o)) > 0}, such that Y(o) = N(a)E(-h(a)) (Y(a) 
is defined in (2.7)). 
(b) [f h (a) is deterministic, .for all t 2 0, 0 E I,, we have 
H(o)&-h(a)],=& n (Z(0):)“’ . 0 1 (2.11) 4°C 1,. 
2.3. Convergence of experiments 
Here we have a “limiting” filtered model %, and also a sequence (ZC’“),, ., of filtered 
models, all indexed by the same parameter set 0: %” = (C2”, 4”, (9:),.,,, (Pi)#< (.)). 
The density processes (see (2.3)) are denoted by Z(0)’ and Z(0)“,’ respectively. 
2.12. Definition. Let D c R,. We say that gn weakly converge to 8 along D, and we 
write %” w’q’ 8, if for all I E 9, 0 E I, t,, . . . , t, in D, the laws of (Z( H)::3i)iC,,,- ,. y 
under Pi weakly converge to the law of (.Z(0)f,)i, ,,,. I_ y under P@. 
When D reduces to one point, say D = {l}, this is the usual notion of weak 
convergence of the (nonfiltered) models (fl”, $7, ( P;I)HCc_j) to (a, 9,, (P,,),,< ,_,), see 
[6,8]. Since we deal with processes here, there also is a “functional” version of 
weak convergence. 
2.13. Definition. We say that %” functionally weakly converge to E and we write 
g n % % if for all I E 9, 8 t I, the laws of the ]I/-dimensional processes (Z(e)“,‘),, , 
under P;j weakly converge (for Skorokhod topology) to the law of the process 
(Z( 0)‘),,, under PH. 
2.14. Remark. Suppose that 8” z g,andset D(fI,l)={t~lR,: PH(dZ(B)f=O)= 
l} and D=n,,,,, D(0,<). Then g”w(2’ %‘. But, although each D(0, &‘) has a 
complement in R, which is at most countable, it may happen that D reduces to (0). 
2.4. Mellin transforms 
If p is a probability measure on [0, CO)~, having 5 x’p (dx) G 1 for every i = 1, . . , N, 
its Mellin transform is the function M, defined on %13, ={/I =(p’),- ,- N: p’>O, 
I,= ,_ N p’< t> by 
M,(P) = I ,_ !J N (x’)%L(dx). (2.15) 
M, characterizes p. Further, if p.,,, p are as above, then p,, + p weakly iff M,,, -+ M, 
pointwise (see e.g. [8]). 
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Now, since Z(e),” = 1, (2.9) shows that (Y -H(a)” (for cu~&,,a”>O) can be 
viewed as the Mellin transform of the law of (Z(O),$),, ,,f,,J under PH. Thus, in the 
setting of Section 2.3, with H(Q);: denoting the Hellinger transform for W” at time 
0, we have the following well-known result: 
2.16. Theorem. We have 8” wc(o!’ g lf and onl_y if 
(2.17) 
3. Weak convergence along D 
This section contains the first basic convergence result. It only applies when the 
limiting model g is H-deterministic, which means that there is a deterministic version 
for every Hellinger process h(a) [3]. Of course we then choose one of these 
deterministic versions for every h(a), and according to (2.11) the numbers 
H(a)&-h(a)], do not depend on the particular (deterministic) version of h(a). 
We also denote by h(a)” an arbitrary version of the Hellinger process of order 
cy for the model %‘I, and by (H( @)I;) its Hellinger transform at time 0. 
3.1. Theorem. Assume that ‘8 is H-dererminisric, and /et D c $2, Then 
ff(a)l!;wh(a)“l, - H(cy,)E[-h(a)], Vt E D, VLY E ~4, VB E I,, (3.2) 
implies that g” 3 SC 
3.3. Remarks. (1) This result is not completely satisfactory, because the natural 
objects to consider are the Hellinger processes themselves, rather than their exponen- 
tials. We will examine this later. 
(2) One should compare this result to the “basic” finite-dimensional convergence 
result for a sequence (X”),, . , of semimartingales toward a process with independent 
increments (in short: PII) X, see [5, Vlll, 1.91, where the condition is the convergence 
of the Doleans-Dade exponentials of suitable functions of the characteristics of X” 
to g(u), = E(exp iuX,), plus the fact that g(u), f 0. And indeed, the proofs of the 
two results go pretty much along the same lines. 
However there is a difference: we need not assume lE[-h( cu)], # 0 here. The reason 
is that if E[-I], =0 then niCm, Z(e):=0 P,-a.s. for all sz t if 0~ I = I,, (by 
(2.11)), while in the setting of [3] we may have g(u), = 0 and yet X, # X, for s > t. 
Proof. (a) For notational homogeneity we will add the superscript “CO” to every 
term defined on the limiting model % = KY 
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We fix I E 9, 0 E I, and t, <. . < t, in D, and p = /II, and we 
of the pq-dimensional variable (Z( t)::‘i)ii,,,. ,_ ‘, under P” := Pz. 
that 
denote by pU:l law 
We need to prove 
(3.4) 
We will proceed by induction on q, and thus we suppose that (3.4) holds for q - 1 
(and no assumption at all if q = 1). Observe that if q = 1 and t, =OE D, then (3.4) 
follows from (3.2) by Theorem 2.16, so we can assume in addition that t, > 0. Below 
we make the notational convention that II,. I_ r,_, ( .) = 1 and C,. ,. q~, ( .) = 0 and 
X ‘,,? I= 1 for every process X and 9,,, , is trivial q-field, when q = 1. 
(b) In view of Section 2.4, (3.4) follows from the pointwise convergence of Mellin 
transforms. So if p = (p“‘)iC ,,,- i. y with p”’ z 0 and CCC-, _ ,..y p”” < I, we need to 
prove: 
vn- vu, where v” = p;(dx) n (xi,‘)‘+‘. (3.5) 
<i 1.1 I _ ‘, 
Let cub&, be defined by ~‘=/3’.’ if ~~l’:=l\{C+} and a0=l-C51,,~i and 
cy” = 0 if n .@ I. Set 0” = (l/p) Cz_, Pi and let z”,’ be the density process of P; w.r.t. 
Q”, and Y” = n,,, (z”~‘)“’ (with 0” = 1). Since Z( 0)“,” = 1, the definition of v” and 
(2.4) yield 
,1 _ v -E,” 
[ 
,_I,! y p, (z(o):yy+ = E,,’ 1 [ z:yJ 11 11 (z(6p)@ ,--I- y <c-l 1 
= E,,’ Y;, 
[ 
11 11 (z(e):~~y“ = E,~,(c,c”U”), 
I 
(3.6) 
I_ I’ y-l CC ,
where (with O/O = 0; recall that Y::, , = 0 + Y::, = 0 if q b 2) 
U” = y:j,/ Y;, ,) $0” = Y:;, / n 11 (z(e):y”“‘. (3.7) 
I- I_ y-l <C I 
Further, Eo,~((p”) = 1 if q = 1, while for q 22 a similar computation shows that 
EQ,((~“) is the Mellin transform of pz-, evaluated at p’, with components p”” = PC,’ 
for l<isq-2, pri,‘jm’= /3i,qp’ + pi,‘. Hence the induction hypothesis yields 
Eos’(cp”)+ EQ.((p”). (3.8) 
Finally we set K n = H(u);;[E[-h(a)“] and y” = Ky,/K::, , (again with O/O=0 and 
K ::, I = 1 if q = 1). There is a process N” such that Y” = N”K” and which is a 
Q”-local martingale on the interval {K ‘* > 0}: If H(a);; = 0 (hence Yg = 0 a.s : take 
N” = 1; otherwise, N”= N(a)“/H(a) I: where N(a)” is like in Theorem 2.10. 
(c) In the present step, we prove (3.5) when Kz , = 0. Since (2.11) gives 
Epx( Y’t ,) = Kt~,, we have YT, , = ~p’~ =0 P”-a.s. (see (3.7)), hence E,,x($) = 0 
and VI‘ = 0 (see (3.6)). On the other hand Y” is a Q”-supermartingale, so (3.6) and 
(3.7) also yield 
0~ v”’ = E,,~[(p”+( Y;‘J Y;, , 1 .F;::, ,)] s EQ,,(p”). 
Hence 2;” + vr follows from (3.8) and from v’ = Epl (pLx ) = 0. 
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(d) Next we prove (3.5) when K I:, = 0 < Kc ,. The same argument as above shows 
that YT = 0 P”-a.s., hence U” = 0 P”-a.s. and vX = 0. 
Secondly we choose a sequence a,, in (0, 1) such that P”(O< Kx, c a,,) +O 
as n TM. The stopping times R” = inf( t: KY =s a,) are predictable, and {R” c t,, 
KY, > 0} = (0~ KF, s a,,}; so there are stopping times S” with S” 5 R”, and 
S” < R” if R”>O, and 
,“(A”) ---f 0, where A” = {S” < t,, K::, > 0). (3.9) 
By construction Cbt, z”,<=p (=111), hence 0~ Y”G~. If Kg= H(a);‘sa,, we have 
S” = 0; otherwise K” 2 a,, and 0~ N” <p/a, on [IO, S”], and so N” is a Q”- 
martingale on 10, S”j. Hence in both cases: 
E,~,(6”(9::, ,)= 1 on {NY) ,>O}, where 6”= N~,,.,,,/N’$.,,, ,. (3.10) 
Let also F > 0 and B” = { y” > &}. In view of (3.2) and of K z = 0 < Kz , we have 
II P” 
Y- yx, and so by (3.9) the following obtains: 
P”( C”) + 0, where C” = A” u B”. (3.11) 
Recall that Y” = N”K”, so U” = Yy,, = 0 if KY, = 0, and U” = ~“6” if S” 3 1,. Then 
(3.6) and (3.10) give 
2’ ” = E,,~(~“LJ”l,,,,)+ E,~~(~“U”l~,” _,,,,) 
= E,~~(cp”LI”l.~~)+ E,~~(cp”G”y”l,,,~. r,S”_ ,,J+ E,~~(cp”U”l f#” C\{ s” -I,,) 
~Eo,~(cp”U”l,,,)+~EO~~(~‘iG”)+Eg,,(cp’~U”l,~,~) 
G Eo~‘(cpnU”l~.,,)+~EQ’,(cp”). (3.12) 
(e) Here we deduce E,,~(cp”Li”l,.~,) +O from (3.11). Set p’ =Ci, ,,p’,‘, so 
p := 1 -c,. ;_ y_, p’ has p > 0. Using again the property that n,,, (z”,~)“’ cp for 
all ~‘20 with 1 u’s 1, we get 
But Ep,,(l/z:‘) = Eo,‘[(~::,H/~::‘H)l(:~f~ ,,,)I 5 1; then if we apply Holder’s inequality, 
we get 
<pYP”( C”)P 
(recall that p +I,_ ,_ y p’ = l), and the claim follows. 
(f) Now we can complete the proof of (3.5) when K’j’, = 0 < K ‘I ,. In view of (e) 
and (3.8), we deduce from (3.12) that 
and since P > 0 is arbitrary, v” j 0 = u’. 
(g) It remains to prove (3.5) when Kt = a > 0. The stopping times R” = 
inf(r: KY G a/2) are predictable, and P”(R” s t’,) ---+ 0 readily follows from (3.2). 
Hence there are stopping times S” with §“’ G R” and S” < R” if R” > 0 and 
P”( C”) + 0, where c”’ = {S” < ty}. (3.13) 
We prove (3.10) as in (d) (with a,, = a), and we still have U” = ~“6” if S” 2 I,. So, 
since y s is deterministic, we obtain by (3.6) and (3.10): 
V ‘I = E,~,(cp”U”I,.,‘)+E,,‘(~‘iU”l,,” _,,,l) 
= Eu”(~“U”l,~“)+E,~~[cp”S”(y”l,,” _,,,,-Y~)]+Y’xEo,,(cp’~). 
For n = CO we have R” > t,, so we can take S’ = fy and the previous computation 
shows that u* = yx Eox((p”). Then if we set W” = y”l,,~’ .,,,)- yT, we have 
un - u r= E,,,(cp”~“l,_,~)+~,,,(cp”~“W”) 
+ Y”[Ky(cp”) - EQX(V”)l. (3.14) 
The first and third terms in the right-hand side of (3.14) go to 0 (by (3.9), resp. 
by (3.13) and (e)). Hence it remains to prove that 
EQ’(cp”S”W”) --$ 0. (3.15) 
For this we first observe that W” 5 0 by (3.2) and (3.13). Since 1 W”~S 
(2/a)+ yx, we deduce 
E,p,(I W”(““) + 0 (3.16) 
where p and pi are as in (e). Finally set S”’ = (S” A fq) v t,_,(=S” A t, if q = 1). Then 
a calculation similar to (e) gives 
(EZ’C) 'F3mA 'Cl3jA O='(n)YV 
: (Z’E) A[dlU! llO!J~plJOJ &l~MOI~O~ X/j PUV 
(OZ’E)‘(81’E) l.IaqJ “8 ‘0 la] pull ‘J!JS!l+l.!J~2p-H S! 2 rvy1 awnss~ *emma~ '2Z.E 
0 ‘2 = a WY (Z‘E) 4dw (61’~) PUV (81’~) L~_L ‘I u! 
snoruquo3 S! '(rJ)y yma /vy/ put? 3!~S,lU$UL?~~p-H S! g JVL/J azunssv wuura~ ‘[Z’C 
.(auo puo3as aql LLIOJJ s~O[[oj pue) joo”d lnoq]!m 
palr?ls SF auo ‘alduI!s haA ‘1s~~ aqL ‘sp[oy (z’c) leql 8U!JnSUa V!Jal!l3 OM1 aA!8 a& 
(.amds qs!lod I! SF L’8olodol poqyo.~oys aql 
ql!M ([a ‘01 ‘+~)a OS ‘LSolodol mdmo:, [ansn aql ql!M paMopua s! [m ‘01 ‘a.IaH) 
(8I’E) ‘((L 17) 92 ams aql) F 3 DA “(“)H +!(n,)ff 
:lanbas aql u! a[oJ pwua2 e Leld sasaqlod/Cq aDua8 
-Jam03 lxau aqL .(z.&) ueql suo!1!puo3 alqemw aJoru awes i!q!qxa 01 su!euIa.t 11 
‘(p’z uo!pas put2 (6’~) ruo~j SMOIIOJ Al!pEal i!) uog!puo3 ,,pzlauaZ,, alq!ssod 
lsayeam aql asuas I? u! s! (z.E) 3eql moqs ‘u!L+M[ 01 anp ‘cSaslaAu03,, %!MO[[Oj aqL 
UIoy SMOIIOj (S1.E) uaq1 ‘(I s(““$ z/~)~,~g put? ‘iCl!lmbau! JapIoH u@t? asn) 
h _I _, 
,I’ ( ““;$z/I)~~d~ D ,,(r,,,luM ()‘,“L’ 5s 
ia2 aM alqemseaw- lS,fg 
s! .M a3u!s .(ds ,.,Js.,,z) “‘II Put! ‘0 < ,,s 2 Us ‘01 u0 I 3 ,,Y 3 z/o IvaJ) 
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Proof. We can always assume that all processes are defined on the same space (take 
fi = I]ti& .R”, p, = X,& Pz). Fix t E 0, (Y E .d, 0 E I,,. We need to prove that 
[E[-h(~)“‘], -+ Q-~(Q)], in P,,-measure. Up to taking subsequences and to deleting 
a null set, we can assume instead of (3.20), that am+ A(N) in ID@!+, [0, CO]) 
for all w E fin. Thus we fix w, and let h” = h(cz)“(w), h = h(a). 
First suppose that h, = ~0, so h: + Q? by (3.20) and (3.23); since 
E(-h”),=exp 
{ 
-(h”):‘+ C log(l-Ah:) <exp(-h:‘) 
5. I I 
(with (h”)’ is the continuous part of h”, and log(O) = -cc, and emJ; = 0), we deduce 
that E(-h”), -+ E(-h), = 0. 
Second, suppose that h, < ~0. Then for n large enough h y < ~0, and we deduce 
from (3.23) that the stopped functions h{” = h:,, converge to h: = h,,, in 
D(R, , [0, cc]), and thus in [ID@ ,~, R,) as well. But since h’” and h’ are nondecreasing, 
it is proved in [4] that this property implies E(-h”‘) + E(-h’) in D(R+, R,). Since 
dE(-h’), =0 by (3.23), we deduce that [E(-h”), =E(-h’“), --) iE(-h’), =E(-h),. 0 
4. Functional convergence 
Here is our second basic convergence result. 
4.1. Theorem. Assume that % is H-deterministic, and that every h(cu) is continuous 
in time, then (3.18) and (3.19) imply %” z ZT and %’ w(Iw,’ SS”. 
Before proceeding to the proof, we need some notation and an auxiliary result. 
For this, we consider a model ‘8 = (a, 9, (9,), _o, ( P,,)Ht (_)) which is not necessarily 
H-deterministic. 
First let 0 # LJ’ and /3 E (0, 1). We associate aH5(/3)~ & by setting (Yap” =p, 
CU,,(/~)~ = 1 - ,!3, c+,,(p)’ = 0 otherwise, and we set 
H”<(p) = h(aoS(P)), and H”l = Htii($), cyH5 = CY,~(~). (4.2) 
Then H”<(p) is the Hellinger process of order p between PH and Pi (see [.5, 
Chapter IV]). Note that H tic = HCH, and H”“(P) = H@(l-/3), and by convention 
we set HHo = 0. 
Now, let 1~9, 0~1, O=(l/~~l)Cci, P,, with the density process z = (z~)~, of 
(2.1). We will denote by C’ = ( Cz,iv)i,rli, and by v7 the second and third characteris- 
tics of z, w.r.t. Q. Then if N E &I, we have the following explicit form for h(a), 
which holds Q-a.s. on the set I’(Z,,) (cf. [3, Theorem 2.161): 
+p,,[(l+x~/zi),~ ,I * v=, (4.3) 
%l!seam~ OSI” S! V-8 
:w?q~ qgns sarug Bu!ddols a.w >s a~aq~ 
, ~,j 
(63) '>";<;H 3 = ;H ‘>"";(Q)z=>;Z 
:ias ah5 .+.~3b paxy awes 10~ pur! ‘(h/1 3,;~ :r)~u!= "x $a[ ‘Dy!Jads avow aq OJ_ 
'saw!1 Butddols (luaIag!p AIq!ssod 
pue) alqel!ns le z JO sluauoduro3 sno!_wt aql %!ddols Aq pau!wqo 'ii(~,z)=,z 
ssaDold Mau EJO s~!is!~apc.n?y~ aqlloj ic[uo &adoJd uogeu!ruop I? .IOJ adoq LIED am 
a3uaH 'jH~ JaiJe uo~~wu.10~~~ ou sa@ >#H aslno330 pus ‘slaqlo qsaa ~UOJJ lualag!p 
pue ‘al!Uy aq ~CTXLI (cD=~;H :J)JLI!=~,,L saLIt! aql :qS!M p[noM au0 SE aldur!s SI? 
IOU am s8u!ql ‘13~~ JO laileru I? sv .isalaiu! luapuadapu! seq I! pur? ‘>,,H sassaDo.td 
aql /cq z JO wgs!law?.wq~ aql JO kwdmd uoy~u.u~~~p I? s! llnsal hw~!xne aqL 
';" * (M ).!-( //,,” + I) = Z/2 * j 
(8%) 
‘L,,,kJ .(e)zj(e)z+ 
>,?3 . .(e)z- ir*.:J j(H)Z_ .,.Jl . (&,,z)/r) = k>./J 
‘2 * [>M -(M )j’!l(,Z/,,X+ I) + zn * ‘“=~~=‘~~“~(,z/(,X+jZ))-=l.~~ 
:('S'B-"d 
o<,;z'Ju! wqi Ipz3al ‘[g'~ uog!sodo.Id ‘~]aas) wvHd u!wqo ar?lnwoJ F~I!MOII~J aqi 
(L’P) 
‘{O- c,,*+ ( “) ;,=lc”T;,=~I [,x+(m)-;zl(m)-;z 
,x(m) ~;z -,x(m)-;, 
=(X ‘1 ‘cV)~M 
b pauyv ,H - ,Hx+ax u :dr?uralqz~nseauI-,Hx~ aqls! “Z(j~)=,$j ~!‘uaq~ 
= zz J!~s+~~~LIAD~.T puo.~as pa.$pour aql paau oslt2 a,u '(IIWLI~ 1x1 -'ok x =(x)y pur? 
‘uoddnspapunoqq]!M‘papunoqs! ~),Hc ,H: y uo!~mnJuoymm~ e uo spuadap 
,g layI Ilr?3ax '"d 'J'.l'M [I'! ‘/I “'k"l(_,J)= /J “"(,,g)= ,gJ ,Jcq palouap 
a.w s3gspal3e.wq3 asoqM‘11'2 (,(e)z)=z ale8u!~.wu!uras-0d aqijap!suo3 os[r? aM 
(SP) ';n *z[;'/sx+I/'- ,,'/,X+I,F]:+ 
Lrj~z.3 ’ (,(,z)/I)+,,,.zJ (sZHZ/Z)-~H~z3 . (;(,,z)/I)I$z~,H 
:({~‘Q})J uo YE-~ a,wq aM ‘le[rvgJed UI 
('{I 3f II"-'oJOa -;= +>x :(x‘~)}lasaql saXwq3 icluo ;4 asnwaq‘asuas Sayeur (E’p)) 
, j7 , 32 
(P’P) ‘,(30 ‘()I 3 “ySx) = x .loj Jp) 11 - pigx) -J = (X)‘lh 
a.IaqM 
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4.10. Theorem. Assume (4.9) ,for some q E N”. For every a > 0 there is a constant ,o<,,<, 
(depending on a, on q, and also on the number 111 and on the truncation .function k) 
such that 
C [Var(BZ’,‘)+ i;z’,i’]+ l,,X1..U, * v~‘<~,,~H’, 
<cl 
where Bz’, ?:“, vz’ are thejirst, modified second, and third characteristics ef Z’ w.r. t. 
PH (and Var( BZ’,‘) is the variation process sf BZ’.‘). 
Proof. (a) Set cp(u, v) = i(JI;-&)’ for u, v 2 0. The reader will easily check that 
for every b > 0 there is a constant ph such that, for all u, v 2 0, the following three 
inequalities hold: 
Vl{,,F U/L’, -hJ c Ph’p(U, u), (4.11) 
~l(.=“,+l~-vll~,,~,,,l~, -h,r O)G Ph(P(U, v), (4.12) 
zI(u/u- l)~l(,l+u,c,- h) <8(1+b)cp(u, v). (4.13) 
(b) Set p = 111 and 6’ = 1 $-xi/z? (a predictable function on R xR, xR’) and 
Ti = f ({ 0,<}). On the set {(w, t, x): (w, t) S? I”} we have z< = 0 and zi = 0, and thus 
W” = 0, as. for the measure P,,(dw)v’(w; dt x dx). Then (4.8) and (4.9) yield 
g(xi) * ?$‘= g(x”) * &‘= 6”g( W’)l,,G * V,,.~~ (4.14) 
for every small enough function g having g(0) = 0. Thus 
l,,.; -a} * y z’< c l,\,‘, -<I}* v z’i c 6”1,,,‘, _<,) ,” 1 * z+,. 
it- I <t I
But (4.7) yields W’=(z’/z!!)(S”/S”-1) if sH>O and z!!>O, and zc/z!!Sqp on 
[IO, S’j (since S”< R, and C,,,, Z~ =p). Hence (4.11), (4.5) and (4.9) give 
l,,.,.,,,) * v”‘< c cY’l{\,_&IJ, .o,yy)l,.‘ * V;‘n. 
&‘~ I 
( C P<,,~,,‘P@‘, 6’)1,,‘ * G,.< p<,:,pH’. 
ii 1 
(4.15) 
(c) Next we study BZ’. Consider (4.8). It shows (we also know this other- 
wise!) that Z(0)’ is a P,,-supermartingale with compensator A” = -[(x6 + zi)/ 
ZB]l,X”+z’~=“) * vl. Thus Z’< is also a P,,-supermartingale, with compensator 
AI’= A:,+. Then going the other way around (see [5, II, 2.29]), we get Bz”i = 
A’i+[ki(x)-xi]* VI’. Let b,c>O be such that Ikl<b and k(x)=x for IxI~c. 
We observe that Iki(x)-xil~lx’ll~i,i, ,,+(b+c)l,,,, <), hence 
Var(BZ’,“)<-A’“+[lx’llj,Y~, .,.i+(b+c)l,,Y, .<,I * 7,~~’ 
<((X”+Zi)/Z~‘)l(i~+Z~~_,,) * V~‘..+6~(W~(l(,W’,.,~~l,.’ * z+, 
+(b+c)l,,,, <.\ * v$~. (4.16) 
(use (4.14) again). Call F’ the sum of the first two terms of (4.16). Exactly as in 
(b), we get by using (4.12) that, P,,-a.s., 
F’=(zi/z”)[6”1(,~J=,,,+IS”-6’11(,~’ .,j,:, 6‘/<7”, <;“,z’i]l,’ * Vi‘,, 
-c qppc,4p(P(ijH, 6<)1,.‘ * &,, < qpp,,,,H$/, 
If we plug this and (4.15) (for u = c) into (4.16), the following obtains: 
C Var(B”,‘) <p(q+b+~)p,~,,,,H’. (4.17) 
ii I 
(d) It remains to study CL?“. We denote by G” and G@ the second and third 
terms in the right-hand side of (4.6), written for ?z’,ii. First lilBz’,il < h, hence 
-G”< z Var(BZ’,‘). (4.18) 
ri I 
Next, Cz’.cc = Csy. and C ‘zic is constant outside r’, P,,-as. Hence .- 
= c ‘, ‘i=(zi/z’)“l,_‘. [(l/(z”)‘) . C:LL(2/ZIZH). p”+(l/(z@)q. ,=.,,I 
< 8q’p’H;in (4.19) 
by (4.5) and z!/z” 5 qp on [O, Sin. Finally Iki(.w)l’c b’l I,,, ,,.i+f(x’j”l{,,;,. ‘.,,SO(4.14) 
yields 
G” < b’l {I\1 A<,) * v L’+ fi”l wiIzl(,u”,_ <.), >,.’ * &CA. 
zz h?l (,,, .<i * vZ’+(z’/‘?‘!)‘6”(1 -gi/~“)l(;,~,;ig”,_ (zH;zi)< ;,.Q * 1/g,. 
ib’l,,,, ,<) * vz’+8(1+~zH/ZC)(Zi/Zr)Z~(6H, S’)l,i * Vi’>, 
, 
i b-l,,., .<) * vz’+8(q’p’+cqp)H2h. (4.20) 
(use (4.13)). Then (4.6), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) give 
C i;“‘,” < b 1 Var( BZ’,‘) +pb’l,,,, <.) * vz’+ 8qp(2qp + c) H’. 
it I ic I 
Finally, this plus (4.15) and (4.17) give the result. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (a) Fix I E 9 and 0 E I, and set P” = Pii, P = PH. We consider 
the processes Z” = (Z( O)“.i),,~, and Z = (Z( O)‘)it ,, and we also write Z”,i = Z( 0)‘7,r, 
Z’ = Z( 0)<. ff ,l.Oi is associated with K” by (4.2) (with p = 4). We need to prove that 
,Y( Z” I P”) ---, -Y(Z ) P) weakly. 
For further reference, we conduct most of the proof without the II(L being 
continuous, and instead of (3.19) we assume (3.20). Set D = {t: P,(AZ(c): f 0) = 0 
VI& 7 E I}. By (2.11), Ah(a), =0 for TV 0, cy E ~2, and if the h(a) are continuous 
we have D = R,. Then by Theorem 3.1 and (3.22), 2” (under P”) converges to Z 
(under P), finite dimensionally along D. Since D is dense in R,, it remains to prove 
that {Y(Z”I P”)},, ., is tight. 
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(b) We will reduce this problem to an easier one. Suppose that for every q E N* 
we have constructed another RCLL process Z(q)” = (Z(q)“,i)ii, on O”, such that 
the following properties hold: 
Each sequence {.Y(Z(q)” ( P”)},, _, is tight; (4.21) 
lim lim sup P” (:uflZ:‘-Z(q):‘I>E) =o, V&>O, VNE[W+. (4.22) 
YT” ,? 
Then the sequence 9(Z” ) P”) will be tight (see e.g. [5, VI, 3.321 with Uny = Z(q)“, 
V”Y = 0, W”“ = Z” - Z( 4)“). 
(c) Now we fix q EN”, and we proceed to construct a process Z”(q) = Z”’ having 
for all N E [w, 5 6 I: 
lim sup P” sup IZ:%i-Z:“,il> l/q s3/q, 
n ( I‘ N > 
(4.23) 
so that (4.22) will be met. 
To begin with, let Q” = (I/III) Ci.~, P;, and let z”.< be the density process of Pp 
w.r.t. Q”, and R:j = inf( t: z:,” s l/q). Then 
P”(R,“<a)= Eo”(z$$,;; .,))s l/q. (4.24) 
Secondly, we set t(i) = co if H”,i <co; if Hz = 00 we choose for t(i) a point in 
D such that Hytc:i,,<oo and that exp(-Hyfci,)s l/q’, so H(a,~)&-HHi),(~,~ l/q’ 
a fortiori. Then (2.11) yields if f(c) cm: 
P(Z,:,,Z l/q?)< qEP[(zf~<,)“‘l= 9H(~u,,i),~[E(_HHi),,i,~ l/q. 
Since r(l) E D, we have Yip(Z:‘$,\ P”) + Y’(Zf,,, I P) and thus 
lim sup P”(Z:;g,z l/q’)< I/q. (4.25) 
Now Z”.’ is a P”-supermartingale, hence 
P” sup z:,i 2 l/q 
> 
< q& + P”(z:;:, 2 e), 
\-r(5) 
taking E = l/q’ and plugging into (4.25) yields if r(l) <a: 
lim sup P” sup Zp’a l/q c2/q. (4.26) 
,1 ( \ *rcg ) 
Thirdly set T”,’ = inf( t: H y,” 3 H:f,,+ l), which is a predictable time having 
H”,:!,$ <CO. Recall that H:I,H6 5 Hfi by (3.20) if t E D. Then P”( T”,‘s f(c)) - 0 
if t(c) < CU, and T”,‘s CD otherwise. Therefore the stopping times S”,‘= T”,< A 
R:I A t(i) have 
lirnP”(S”~‘<R~~t(~)r,N)=O, VNEIW,. (4.27) 
If Zi”,‘= Z;‘fs,,.‘, we deduce (4.23) from (4.27), (4.24) and (4.26). 
(d) In view of (b) it remains to prove that, 9 still being fixed, the sequence 
Y(Z’“’ / P”) is tight. For this we first observe that S’l.i G R::, and Hi” = CCC_, H:‘;y’,,.‘ 
has Hi” < CC for all t < ~3 by construction. Then the terms (S”*‘, R::, H”‘, Z”, Z”‘) 
meet (4.9), and Theorem 4.10 yields that, with obvious notation: 
c [Var(B”‘,‘)+ ~z”‘~“]+ I{,,, (,) * vz”’ <P,,~H”‘. 
<b_ I 
(4.28) 
Then we will apply the criterion of [5, VI, 4.181. Since Y(Zi,” 1 f”) converges by 
(3.19), and (4.28) holds, it is enough to prove that 
lim lim sup P”(l,~,~ <,) * z&“> F) =O, Ve>O, ~/NE[W+; (4.29) 
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the sequence ,(,“‘I P”) is C-tight in D(Iw+, K!+). 
By [5, VI, 4.221, (4.29) is equivalent to 
(4.30) 
lim lim sup P” sup /32:“1> a = 0, VN E [w, 
UT.2 ,? ( 5 R’ > 
But every component Z”‘.’ is a P”-supermartingale, so 
P” sup _Z:“J > a 
( 
G(l/a)&(z;,“+z l/a, 
\- N > 
and (4.31) follows. 
(4.3 1) 
Let us finally prove (4.30). For this we use the hypothesis that all functions h(a) 
are continuous in time. (4.2) implies H”.“i I”’ H”’ in D([W+, [0, CC]), while HH” is 
continuous. Then clearly each sequence ,Y( H$fA. 1 P) is C-tight in D([W+, [O, co]); 
since H$!f: COO, the C-tightness also holds in D([w+, iw,). Then by [5, VI, 3.331 we 
deduce from H”’ = Cj,_, H;#zA that (4.30) holds. 0 
Now we wish to relax the continuity assumption made in Theorem 4.1. As in the 
previous proof, H “m denotes an arbitrary version of the process associated with 
g;” by (4.2). 
4.32. Theorem. Assume that 8 is H-deterministic, and that at least one qf (4.33) or 
(4.34) below holds: 
W is locally equivalent (i.e. P,, ‘Oc Pi VB, [E O), (4.33) 
(Hn,tiC, ffdh,) pii - (He”, He”) in D(R+,[O,~]'), V0,f;~ E 0. (4.34) 
Then (3.18) and (3.20) imply g”s $5 
We recall that the Skorokhod topology on D([W +, [O, ~01~) is strictly finer than the 
product topology on D(IW+, [0, cc])’ (although these two sets coincide). However, 
when all h(a) are continuous, one knows that (3.19) implies both (4.34) and (3.20). 
4.35. Remarks. (1) If the models are binary (i.e. 0 has two points) then (3.20) 
implies (4.34), so (3.18) and (3.20) imply E”” X$ %. 
(2) It follows that under (3.20), for all 0,{ the l-dimensional processes Z(0)“. 
under Ps converge in law to Z(0)’ under P,,. But we do not know about the 
multidimensional processes (Z( f?)“,i)i, ,, in general. 
(3) Under (4.33), (3.18) and (3.20), we have local contiguity: for all 0, { E 0, t E R,, 
the sequence ( Py,.r,;) is contiguous w.r.t. the sequence (P+). 
(4) We will see in the proof that (4.33) and (3.20) imply (4.34). In fact, there is 
more: under (4.33) and (3.20), one can show that for all 0 and all finite families 
(a,),- ‘, of points in .&’ having a:> 0, the q-dimensional processes (h(cu,)“);. y 
converge in Pz-measure to (!~(a,)),. y, in D([w,, [0, ml”). 
Proof. (a) The proof of Theorem 4.1 carries over to the present case, up to and 
including (4.28). 
Instead of [5, VI, 4.181, we will use [5, VI, the tightness criterion 5.10, with 
Condition (C2)]. That is, in order to obtain tightness of the sequence %?(Z”‘I P”), 
we need to prove (4.29) and 
the sequence _Y( H”’ 1 P”) is tight in D(IW+, [w,), and every limiting 
process K satisfies K(w) < F for all w, where F is a deterministic 
RCLL increasing function on iw,, (4.36) 
instead of (4.30). Now, (4.29) is proved exactly as in Theorem 4.1, and we are left 
to proving (4.36). 
(b) First, we prove the result in case (4.34) holds. We set /3(b) = Hrftj + 2 (which 
is finite by construction of t(c)) and A:‘,< = H:‘;y:i,, BP’= A:‘,’ A p(c). By definition 
of T”,l and Sn,i, and since LIH”,” s 1, we have H ~,“& = B:At+, and thus 
H”’ = 1 B;,!,iA, < H”” := 1 B”,‘, (4.37) 
<*- I ii I 
Now, t(l) is a continuity point of H”” for all [, n E I. Then (4.34) and (2.21) 
imply that A”,” p” H:‘f<,,. in rW(rW+, [0, CC]) and (A”,‘, A”3v) p” CH:&,,., H:&,.) 
in D(IW+, [0, CO]‘). Then a trivial “multidimensional” extension of [5, VI, 2.21 allows 
to deduce that in fact (A”,‘),, , p” (H:‘fC,n_)ic, in D(R)+, [0, CO]‘). Moreover, each 
A”,’ is increasing, and Hi:<, = p( {) -2, so by definition of B”.’ we deduce that 
(B”%r a (H ~(iijn.)O,, in D(IW+, [0, CC]‘) as well, and this convergence even takes 
place in D([W+, iw:) because B”.’ s p (<). Therefore the following obtains: 
H “” p” H”:= 1 H;f<,,., (4.38) 
<.~ I 
where H”” is defined in (4.37), and H” is a RCLL increasing finite-valued function. 
Then [5, VI, 3.351 and (4.37) imply that (4.36) holds with F = H”, and we are finished. 
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(c) Now we assume (4.33), and we will prove that (4.34) holds: in view of (b), 
the result will follow. So we consider three distinct points 0, [, n in 0, and we let 
I =(0, <, y} and P” = Pi. Then (H”,Hi, H”,Hq) * (He’, H”“) in D(IW+, [0, a])‘, 
and also ~(cI,)” 5 h(cu,) in D([W+, [O,CO]), where (Y()E .& is characterized by 
H i I (Yg = CY()=CX~=j. 
Let us suppose that ( Hn,o’, H”.“’ ) does not converge in measure in D(IW+, [0, a]‘). 
There exists NE D (D is defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1) such that the 
stopped processes (H :kt’., H>y) do not converge either to (H zn., Hz,.) in 
OS@+, [0, a~]‘), while they do converge in D([W+, [0, CO])‘, and also II((Y,,)‘~.. * 
~(cY,,)~~.. We consider the finite number j3 = 1 +sup(H$, Hz, !~(a,,),), and we set 
F”,’ = p A H;H,I, F”,‘I = Pr\H:$? and F’“=p~h(c~,,);I...Then we have 
” P” F&i _j H kc,. , 
,>” 
F”.‘) 4 in D([W+, R+), (4.39) 
P” 
F”’ - h(dNn. in W+, R+), (4.40) 
(F”,‘, F”.“) does not converge in P/‘-measure, in ior(rW+, rW:). (4.41) 
Now, (4.39) and (4.41) imply (see [5, VI, 2.21) that there is a subsequence (still 
denoted by n) and random times T,,, Tk with T, # TI, and T,, - T:, 5 0 and 
T,, s N, Tk s N, such that for some F > 0, 
P”(AF+f 3 F, AF>,T 3 F) 3 E. (4.42) 
Set r” = l’“(1) = {z”,‘> 0, z?> 0, z?” > 0} (see (2.2)). Due to (4.3), we have 
Q”-a.s. for LY E ~2,: 
Ah(a):= cp~“[(l+x’/z”.i)ii,]~‘“({S}xdx) if SET”’ 
I 
(recall that h(cr)‘,‘<m if SE I-“). If aHC is defined by (4.2), a simple computation 
shows that ~p,~,, 3 $cp++, , and we deduce: 
Ah(a,,):‘~~AH:‘~“i, A~(cu,,):Is;AH:,“‘) if s E 1‘“. (4.43) 
Thus, from (4.42), (4.43) and the definitions of F”,‘, F”.‘), F”‘: 
P”( AFV;, 2 -;F, AF”;, ..~~~)~F-P’~(N~I‘“)-P”(~((Y~~)R>P). (4.44) 
Next, (3.20) implies that (3.34) is fulfilled for the binary parameter set (0, 5) (see 
Remark 4.35(2)), so (b) yields that Y(Z(fI)“.‘( P”) - 9(2(19)‘1 P) and thus 
~(inf,,,Z(B):,i(P”)~~(inf,. NZ(0)flP). N ow the assumption (4.33) implies 
P(inf,% Z(e):> 0) = 1, therefore P”(inf,. ,., Z( O):‘,i > 0) -+ 1. Using (2.3) and the fact 
that inf, z:” > 0 P”‘-a.s., we deduce that P”(inf,. N z:,‘> 0) + 1, and the same holds 
for z”,‘. Hence P”( N E I-“) - 1. 
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On the other hand, h (a,,) k 5 h(d,v, so P”(h(cw,)“,~ p) + 1. Then it follows 
from (4.44) that 
But, since T, - TL p” 0 and T,,, TL c N, this contradicts (4.40). Hence we have 
got a contradiction, which means that (4.34) obtains. q 
5. Convergence to a Gaussian model 
In this section we assume for simplification that 
8 has all measures P, coincide on sCo, (5.1) 
which amounts to saying that H( cz)() = 1 for all LY E .r;Q. 
We will also suppose that % is a conrinuo~s Gaussian model (see [3, Definition 
6.111, i.e. for all 8, 6 the density process Z(e)’ is P,-a.s. continuous, and 
inf(t: Z( 0): = 0) is P,,-a.s. equal to a fixed time T”<, and (log Z( @)f),,. ,‘ + is an 
(s,)-Gaussian process under PN. 
Let us also recall that, under (S.l), g is continuous Gaussian iff all H”’ are 
nonrandom and all h(a) have the form 
h(o) =2 1 a”CXCH”‘. (5.2) 
O,<iY I,, 
It turns out that (5.2) implies that ail h(a) are continuous in time. 
We denote by H(p)“,H” and H”,” = H(i)“,“’ the processes associated with g” 
by (4.2). 
5.3. Theorem. Assume that ‘8 is a continuous Gaussian model satisfying (5.1), let 
D c OX,, and consider the conditions: 
H(a),“+ 1 VCYE.&. (5.4) 
There is a E (0, $) such that 
H(p):‘3”<I’::- H(p):” V~,(E@, VtED, .for/3=~,/3=1-aandp=$ (5.5) 
(a) Under (5.4) and (5.5) we have 8” w”-‘! Z. 
(b) Zf D is dense in R, there is equivalence between (5.4) and (.5.5), and %” s 8. 
Some comments are in order here: 
(1) In the binary case 0 = {0,{} and when P,, -IuC P, (which in the continuous 
Gaussian case amounts to H p5 < ~0 for all t < ~0) this result is proved in [3], and 
with a different formulation in [2,9]. 
(2) For arbitrary 0, but when % and all gn are locally equivalent (b) is due to 
[lo], again with a different formulation. 
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We begin with an auxiliary result, providing an estimate of the difference between 
the two sides of (5.2) for a general (non-Gaussian) model, in terms of the “binary” 
Hellinger processes H(P)“‘. Due to [3, Section 41, this measures how far is the 
model from having continuous likelihood processes. 
5.6. Proposition. There are a constant K,, depending on (Y E ~4 and a constant K:,,, 
depending on a E (0, l), F E (0, I], such that: if % is any model indexed by 0, tf we use 
notation (2.2) and (2.6), and if t3 E I = I,,, we have Q-a..~. on I-( I): 
Proof. (a) In view of (4.3) and (4.5), we have Q-a.s. on T(I): 
h(a)=2 1 cuia~HH~+_t~,[(l+xi/zi)i,,]* v’, 
i,VC 1 
where (with ‘Y<? given by (4.2)) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
In particular, if 
@b - 
Pll -(P~,,~(~, + CP~~,,,~~ a,-8a(l -a)~,,~, (5.9) 
(5.8) shows that H(a)HS+H(1-a)H~-8a(l-a)H”5=p,[(1+x’/z~)~~,]*u~. 
Therefore, another application of (5.8) allows one to deduce (5.7) from 
I+<,/ G eK, i 
i 
;lH) (cue< + Kh, C P:‘. (5.10) 
<if\{01 
(b) It remains to prove (5.10). Set I’= 1\{0}. First, 0~ cp<?(x)~C,,, *<x6, hence 
Ij&(x)]a c crix’+2 1 cuHac:(xH+XqG2 1 Ly<x<. (5.11) 
Sir it,’ ic I 
Next, if xH # 0 we have 9,(x) = x”$,,,(X), pi<(x) = x”pf’(3) and (P,+~(x) = x’~~~~,(X), 
where X has the coordinates Xi = xS/xH. Hence it is enough to prove (5.10) when 
either x0 = 1 or xH = 0. 
Now, if x0 =0 we have p:<(x) = (1-2a)‘x’, so (5.11) yields 
x0=0 * (9<Jx)lG2(1-2a))’ 1 pfi(x). 
ii I, 
(5.12) 
Next, set y(x) = (x5<, (1 -x’)~)“~. Suppose that x0 = 1, y(x)> F. Then if d = III 
there is at least one 5 E I’ such that 11 -x5] > e/d. But in [5, p. 5541 it is proved that 
pz’~ 0, and that 11 -xc/ s C,,,pz5(x) f or some constant C,,, whenever I1 --x51 > e/d. 
Further, supTI, x ~~((d+e)/&)s~p~~_,~(l-x’~ is clear, so we deduce from (5.11) 
that 
IA( a2((d + e)le)C,,, <I,, P::‘(X). 
t 
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This and (5.12) show that (5.10) holds when x0 = 0 or xH = 1 and y(x) > E, provided 
K& =sup[2(1-2a))‘, 2(d_t&)C‘,,,/&]. 
Finally we examine the case xH = 1, y(x) s F. Set yi = x5 - 1, SO that y(x) = lyl s E. 
A simple computation shows that, as lyl+ 0, 
(recall that y” = 0). We readily deduce 
Therefore we can find a constant K, such that for all x with xH = 1 and (y(< 1, we 
have lrc~~~(x)l~ IYIK, Cc,,, cp,,,,,(x). Since p? 2 0 and E s 1, (5.10) follows when xH = 1 
and y(x)< F. I7 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. (i) Consider first the binary case 0 = (0, [}, when TH” = ~0 
(i.e. H ” is finite valued). Then we see that in [S, X, 1.641, all the claims of Theorem 
5.3 have been proved, and also that (5.5) implies: 
t E D 3 sup AH:,” + 0 in Pz and Pi” measure. (5.13) 
s- I 
(In [5] we did assume Z(0):” = 1, but here the “initial conditions” are easily taken 
care of by (5.4).) 
(ii) Next, assume (5.4) and (5.5) for some DC R,, a E (0,;). Fix I E 9, f3 E Z, and 
consider the notation zn,< and T”(J) for Jc I, associated with g’” in (2.1) and (2.2). 
We know (see [3, Section 61) that TH5 =inf(t: H~‘=co) is P,,-as. equal to 
inf(t: Z(B):= 0). Finally, set also P= PHI P” = Pi and T(J) = inf( TO’: i E J) for 
Jc 1. 
Let 5 E I. In virtue of (i) we have finite-dimensional convergence of (Z( 0)“,’ 1 P”) 
to (Z(S)ij P), along D n [0, TO’). Since P(Z(B)f> 0) = 1 for t < To5 and 
P”( zp” > 0) = 1, we deduce in particular that 
tE Dn[O, THi) + P”(t~~“{~,~})- 1. (5.14) 
Further, if F”.< = H(a)“,“’ + H( 1 - CI)“,~~ - 8a( 1 -a) Hn3HS, we deduce from (5.5) 
(recalling (5.2) for %) that 
t E Dn [0, T”‘) =+ F:‘P”- H(a):i+H(1-a)~5-8u(l-u)H~5=0. 
(5.15) 
Now, let a E -cQ,, t E D n [0, T(I)), J = Z\{ t3}. By (5.7), and if t E I-“( I), 
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and since F > 0 is arbitrary, we readily deduce from (5.14) and (5.15) that the 
left-hand side above goes to 0 in P”-measure for all t E D n [0, T(I)). By (5.5) and 
(5.13) (valid for r< TH”), we finally obtain: 
pu 
h(a):l- h(a),, 
tEDn[O, T(Z)) a P” (5.16) 
sup Ah(a):'-0. 
.,- I
Since h(a) is continuous in time, (5.16) and (5.4) imply that (3.2) holds for 
t E D n [0, T(1)). In particular we can apply Theorem 3.1 to the model restricted 
to the parameter set I and with Dn [0, T(I)) instead of D, and thus for all 
t, E D n [0, T(I)) we obtain 
-mm)::%t,1- ,- <J ,"I - -iP[(z(@:),, 1.1. I- ‘,I PI. (5.17) 
Next, consider [E 0 and t 2 T”(. Then Z( 0): = 0 P-a.s., while if we use the notation 
Y” of the proof of Theorem 3.1, with N = a(,<, (3.6) gives E,,jr[(Z(0):‘,i)““] = 
_!Q( Yy). Then we can reproduce the parts (d) and (e) of the proof of Theorem 
3.1, with q = 1 and t,, = t, to the effect that E,,~~[(Z(0)~i)“z] + 0. This in turn implies 
Z( 0) ;,i “” + Z(O)T=O. (5.18) 
But then, it readily follows from (5.17) and (5.18) that %” \*(D! E, and we have 
proved (a). 
(iii) Here we assume (5.4) and (5.5) with D dense in R,. Since all processes in 
(5.5) are increasing, and the limiting processes are continuous, we can indeed assume 
that D=R+. Then by (5.16), 
P” 
h(a):'+ h(a), (5.19) 
for all t < T( I,,); since h(a), = CO for f 2 T(I,,) it is easy to deduce (5.19) also for 
t 3 T( I,,) (apply (5.19) for t = T(I,,) -F, so that h(a), is arbitrarily big). In other 
words we have (3.19), hence %” 2 8. 
(iv) Conversely, assume %” G %‘. Then (5.4) is obvious, and for proving (5.5) 
it suffices to consider the binary case 0 = (0, &‘}. If T”’ = u?, this is contained in (i). 
Otherwise, (i) shows that (5.5) holds for D = [0, T”‘), that is we have (5.19) for all 
t < THi, CY = LY,,~(/~); but then the same argument as in (iii) shows that (5.19) holds 
for all t, that is (5.5) holds. 0 
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